Abstract-This paper addresses the path selection problem from a known sender to the receiver. The proposed work shows path selection using genetic algorithm (GA) and simulated annealing (SA) approaches. In genetic algorithm approach, the multi point crossover and mutation helps in determining the optimal path and also alternate path if required. The input to both the algorithms is a learnt module which is a part of the cognitive router that takes care of four QoS parameters. The aim of the approach is to maximize the bandwidth along the forward channels and minimize the route length. The population size is considered as the N nodes participating in the network scenario, which will be limited to a known size of topology. The simulated results show that, by using genetic algorithm approach, the probability of shortest path convergence is higher as the number of iteration goes up whereas in simulated annealing the number of iterations had no influence to attain better results as it acts on random principle of selection.
INTRODUCTION
Routing is a process of forwarding the data from a known sender to the receiver. In this processing, the data may travel through several intermediate paths, where there is a need to select the best possible optimal nodes to forward the data. This selection of nodes will enable to achieve a high performance in the network. There are many existing work done in this area of path selection which are discussed in the literature [1] - [8] . The existing algorithms have found the optimal paths considering either one or two QoS parameters or hop counts or cost as the deciding factor for route selection. The proposed work assumes four QoS parameters such as bandwidth, delay, jitter and loss which act as the input to both GA and SA approaches and bandwidth availability at the links for finding the optimal path.
In order to make the present network systems to be intelligent there is a need for an open platform for cognitive experiments. A common building block has been proposed in [9] . Bandwidth availability has been determined by multi hop analysis [10] . Setting up the geographical layout for cognitive networks is described in [11] . A model which combines a reconfigurable core and control systems along with genetic algorithms for cognitive functionality has been dealt in [12] . The security aspects are dealt in [13] which discuss the research challenges for security in cognitive networks. Among the major key security aspects which are dealt in [13] , the communication control channel jamming congestion is automatically avoided by our approach as the data is forwarded based on the availability of bandwidth at the given link. The proposed work follows the architecture model as in [14] where as the deciding module has been dealt with reasoning capability.
The intention objective of this paper is to find an efficient solution for end-to-end delivery [15, 16] which involves geographical intelligence and multiple router integration at large distance. However we handle several layers of routers to prove GA and SA based selection of channel which can be used in cognitive routing. Section 2 addresses the fitness function, crossover, mutation methods and simulated annealing. The simulation results are shown in Section 3, and the conclusions and future works are dealt with in section 4.
II. GENETIC ALGORITHM AND SIMULATED

ANNEALING ALGORITHM
Genetic algorithms are a part of evolutionary computing. It is also an efficient search method that has been used for path selection in networks. GA is a f.
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The performance of GA is based on efficient representation, evaluation of fitness function and other parameters like size of population, rate of crossover, Simulated annealing (SA) algorithm [20] [21] is a general purpose optimization technique. It has been derived from the concept of metallurgy is which we have to crystallize the liquid to required temperature. In this process the liquids will be initially at high temperature and the molecules are free to move. As the temperature goes down, there shall be restriction in the movement of the molecules and the liquid begins to solidify. If the liquid is cooled slowly enough, then it forms a crystallize structure. This structure will be in minimum energy state. If the liquid is cooled down rapidly then it forms a solid which will not be in minimum energy state. Thus the main idea in simulated annealing is to cool the liquid in a control matter and then to rearrange the molecules if the desired output is not obtained. This rearrangement of molecules will take place based on the objective function which evaluates the energy of the molecules in the corresponding iterative algorithm. SA aims to achieve global optimum by slowly converging to a final solution, making downwards move hoping to reach global optimum solution. Given a solution S s we select the neighbor solution S n and the difference is calculated using the objective function,
If the function improves the value, i.e, if (Δf < 0),then replace the current solution with the new one. If (Δf ≥ 0) , then the new solution is accepted with a probability factor of p(Δf) = exp(-Δf/T), where T is the temperature which is the controlling parameter. The procedure is repeated until the terminating condition is met which is as follows  For a considered temperature, repeat for certain steps  The considered temperature must be greater than minimum temperature
A. Proposed Algorithm
The proposed algorithm follows the above mentioned steps to obtain the optimal path. The input to the path selection GA and SA is the set of nodes which would satisfy the four QoS parameters (bandwidth, delay, jitter and loss). This kind of selection is made possible by sending information in the packet of the node itself [19] . This kind of selection would lead to almost an optimal solution with respect to QoS. From this set of nodes, we would calculate the available bandwidth (A b ) using the formula, A mutation and the strength of selection. Genetic algorithms are able to find out optimal or near optimal m j 1 = link utility-required bandwidth by the data solution depending on the selection function [17, 18] .
to be sent. Output the optimal path by selecting the highest probability value chromosome on which data can be sent end PATHSELECTION_GA.
b. The algorithm for SA is as follows:
Output the optimal path by selecting the S c which would be recorded after every change on it.
end PATHSELECTION_SA
B. Representation
The network under consideration is represented as G = (V, E), a connected non-loop free graph with N nodes. The metric of optimization is bandwidth available between the nodes. The goal is to find the path with availability of bandwidth between source node V s and destination V d , where V s and V d belong to V. E is the set of edges connecting the nodes which are represented in V. From this topology we develop a graphical representation of QoS satisfied by the nodes and generation of optimal path using genetic algorithm. Finally data is sent along the generated path. at source and ending at destination will always be selected in every population by elitism.
In GA, crossover operator combines sub parts of two parent chromosomes and produces off spring that contains some parts of both the parent. Here we consider both single point and multipoint crossover technique. In single point crossover technique, one offspring consists of first part of one parent and second part of the other parent. Similarly the other offspring is generated. Here we also use multi point crossover mechanism called partially mapped crossover. In this two chromosomes are picked at random. The strings between the crossover sites are exchanged position by position; other elements are determined by ordering information, which is partially determined by each of its parents.
Sometimes it may be possible that by crossover operation, a new population never gets generated. To overcome this limitation, we do mutation operation. Here we use insertion method, as a node along the optimal path may be eliminated through crossover. The probability of selecting the chromosome f j (t), is given by, f j (t ) Here the paper distinguishes itself by deciding the channels based on bandwidth availability. The result obtained is based on the best bandwidth available at minimum hop count.
For GA, initially ten random chromosomes are generated and placed in the roulette wheel based on the path length. Shorter the path length higher is the probability of selecting the chromosome from the roulette wheel. Out of the ten random chromosomes generated five best are considered for the first generation. Here the result is shown for three such generations which are obtained by applying crossover and insertion mutation functions. At each generation of population, validation of the chromosome is carried out and the best fit chromosome is only considered for next generation. It was found that probability of shortest path convergence was faster. The results obtained are shown in the table for the three generations.
The first generation input was chosen randomly based on roulette wheel selection method, for which fitness function is applied and probability of its
survival has been calculated as shown below: 
D. Assumption for SA Algorithm
The start temperature and the end temperature are chosen at random. The algorithm is performed on a given temperature N times. The stopping condition ts, is also chosen along with reducing cooling parameter, α. The objective function is same as the fitness function taken which is applied in GA.
III. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
Current work is tested on the network consisting of ten nodes. The topology of the network is shown in Fig. 2 .
From the first generation we see that crossover probability on any two chromosome of equal length does not produce any children. So insertion mutation The third generation children are obtained from the multipoint crossover technique on C9 and C10 chromosomes to obtain C11. The remaining chromosomes are obtained as in second generation. Similarly the fourth generation was obtained by single point crossover on C1 and C3 to obtain C12. The fifth generation chromosome did not produce any valid paths after crossover technique and since it was the last generation and mutation operation was to be applied only 0.01 percent of time, the chromosome was selected based on selection method. The results are shown in the tables below. From the result obtain, we apply the minimum path algorithm to obtain the optimal path. The criteria of this algorithm are to see that it has to traverse through less number of nodes and must posses higher probability value. Thus we find that path length of three which is the shortest path, having higher probability, has been selected for optimal path selection.
For SA, the following are the initial values considered for simulation: From the above result we see that the convergence to obtain shortest path has been quick for the initial random selection of the path. But it is not always true if at random longest path was selected. Therefore it is necessary to record the output obtained for every T. Once the terminating condition is met, we need to select the best S c by choosing minimum value of Δf, in order to ensure the shortest path.
For the results obtained by applying GA and SA we see that C3 has been selected as the best path of length 3, i.e., Vs-V3-V7-Vd.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTUTE WORK
This work presented an comparative study for finding optimal path selection technique using genetic algorithm and simulated annealing algorithm. Here the network performance was maximized using the four QoS parameters. Here the data was forwarded based on the bandwidth availability. The results show better convergence of shortest length chromosome using GA than SA.
Here the best selection of the path was obtained only based on shortest hop count, which does not have the geographical implications.
